Better Management of BPA's Obligation to Provide Power Is Needed to Control Future Costs

BPA has advantages that have typically enabled it to sell electric power to its customers—primarily public utilities—at lower prices than other sellers in the Pacific Northwest. Most importantly, BPA sells power produced by the federal power system, which includes 31 hydroelectric dams that generally have lower costs as compared with other power sources. However, BPA also has disadvantages that potentially increase its costs. Specifically, BPA is required by law to meet the demands of utilities in the region, even if those demands exceed the production capacity of the federal power system. This open-ended requirement has at times required BPA to purchase additional power at relatively high prices. BPA has other costly obligations as well, including providing financial benefits to investor-owned utilities and protecting fish and wildlife that increase its costs relative to competing sources of electricity.

BPA's open-ended obligation to provide power to the region is the major cause of its recent cost increases. This obligation led to cost increases as BPA purchased large amounts of relatively expensive power to meet rising demand. BPA's rate structure also contributed to increased demand and increased costs, because it did not reflect BPA's incremental costs of acquiring additional power and therefore did not give customers adequate incentives to conserve or seek power from alternative sources. In addition, drought and other factors have also increased BPA's costs in recent years.

BPA has not resolved problems associated with its open-ended obligation to be the net provider of wholesale electricity in the region—the major cause of its recent cost increases. BPA officials intend to resolve this problem by seeking agreement with BPA's customers to limit its commitment to provide power. BPA proposes to establish the amount of power each customer is able to buy at its lowest cost-based rate and is considering charging incremental rates for any power sold beyond this amount that reflect BPA's cost of acquiring that power, and identify specific activities, resources, and time frames for implementing its risk management initiatives.

BPA generally agreed with this report's findings and recommendations.
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